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Students’ skills and
knowledge grow in
British Science Week

Students explore that science stuff
British Science Week
Some unusual Science experiments and activities helped students in Year 7, 8 and 9 to
celebrate British Science Week last month.

Cress seeds, microbes and towers built using just spaghetti and marshmallows taught
the students interesting lessons about ‘growth’, the theme of this year’s event. Patience
was required for all three activities, though for different reasons. Students planted the
cress seeds in beakers lined with cotton wool and varied amounts of water. A few
weeks waiting was necessary to discover the results.
In the same way, the young scientists used agar plates to grow microbes from the
bacteria found on their hands. After just a few days the resulting growth illustrated how
quickly microbes can multiply, and how important it is to keep washing your hands!
In contrast the building of spaghetti towers was an activity that could be achieved
quickly. But it wasn’t as simple as that - students were asked to think about how they
would design their construction, and patience was needed to slowly and carefully build
the towers. Easier said than done!
A final challenge for students during the week and beyond was to combine their science
interest with artistic flair, and create their own posters to promote science. The winning
students will be travelling later in the year to the incredible Science and Industry Museum
in Manchester. Promoting a love of, and involvement in science is the aim of British
Science Week. It celebrates the achievements and potential of science, technology,
engineering and maths, and is organised by the British Science Association.
Science Week also saw the relaunch of
our Science Club, meeting after school
every Tuesday afternoon in 3B09.
Getting back to entertaining extracurricular activities is a really valuable
addition to the school day, enabling
students to make their own interesting
discoveries and improve their level of
scientific knowledge while having fun.

Students can say Hola! to a new language
New MFL after-school learning
Hola! Calling any students who are interested in learning Spanish!
After the Easter holiday, the Modern Foreign Languages
team will be offering weekly beginner’s Spanish classes,
after school, for all to attend. Classes start on Tuesday
26th April from 3pm to 4pm.
At present we are unable to offer Spanish as an option on
the curriculum, but an after school club is a great way to
get an introduction to a language spoken by more than
485 million people around the world.
What could the club involve? It will be more than just learning words and grammar there will be games, prize quizzes, music, food…
The club will meet in room 2B01 and is open to anyone, whether you know un poco de
español, or if you are a complete beginner
See you there! Hasta pronto!

The Show will go on!
High School Musical
Congratulations and every success to the successful members of the cast for
our summer show, High School Musical.

Gabriella Montez
Troy Bolton
Sharpay Evans
Ryanne Evans
Kelsi Nielsen
Chad Danforth
Zeke Baylor
Taylor McKessie
Martha & Mia Cox
Ms Darbus
Coach Bolton

Lia Alfama Samedo
Jordan Shodipo
Evie Lang
Mollie-Jo Bastow
Rebecca Hendrick
Haiden Wright
Robyn Simpson
Emmanuela Akintobi
Chloe Carrigan/Oliviya Bryer
Jaime Clough
Sana Sheikh

...and to the Ensemble cast
Hannah Ali, Iqra Ali, Nilima
Anjum, Amber Beaty, Tasnim
Begum, Lia Ahmed Dara, Emily
Dixon, Mardiyah Hamed Azeez,
Amy Higham, Lois Howard,
Liam Hunter, Mahir Noor,
Olivia Rogers, Maria Sheikh,
Louchia Stachini, Teresa Ward,
Joshua Williams, Kiera Wright

Ideas to help cope with the cost of living
Uniform Exchange...and more
We would like to thank everyone who has already donated ‘preloved’ items of school
uniform through Uniform Exchange. There will be very few of us who are unaffected
by the cost-of-living squeeze. During the school holiday there is continued support for
families with a low income to help with the cost of shopping, with £30 of vouchers
provided for those eligible.
Oldham Council’s Holiday Activities and Food programme is making a welcome return.
Between Saturday 9th April and Sunday 24th, young people will be able to meet with
people their own age, while learning and playing new games. The exciting programme
is free to children ages 5 to 16 who are eligible for free school meals, and at a low cost
to everyone else. Book your child a place via Oldham Council’s website.

Students discover how to make a job a rewarding career
National Careers Week 2022
Whether students are just beginning in Year 7 or planning their future once they leave
we make great efforts to offer them the advice and guidance they need. The National
Careers Week taking place each March provides a vital focus for these efforts, with a
busy programme of talks visits and activities. These introduce students to careers they
might never have thought of, or help them to find the detail they require of paths they
have chosen.
The students’ welcome and wellbeing meetings
started each day with a discussion of job roles in the
automotive industry, construction and engineering,
as well as in Manchester’s flourishing ‘night-time
economy’. Streaming the sessions online allowed
young people from schools across Greater Manchester
to join in and post their questions to the speakers.
Students discovered what new job roles might
appear in the near future, as well as which others
might disappear. Even from KS3 it is important to
understand the skills young people need to thrive,
how the subjects they choose to study can influence
their employment options, as well as the steps they
need to take as they move on post-16 to further
study, training or jobs.

Elsewhere ’Careers at a Glance’ sessions, introduced
students to the major employers based in Oldham
borough, and brought together a team of our own
parents to share their varied career journeys.
Success in almost any role these days demands
an ability to get the most out of new technology.
Students made the most of virtual presentations,
podcasts to take in important messages, tailored to
each year group.
Careers Lead Miss Parkinson said, “We had great
support from students, staff and our amazing external
partners as we continue to empower our students
through high quality careers education.”

Aiming for Higher
University visits return for near and far
Students in several year groups have travelled to universities across the country this
term, discovering all that higher education involves

Gaining a place at university is an achievement in itself, and for many students they go
up as the first person from their family to achieve this. For some students who may not
have considered going to university, a visit to Huddersfield University was an ideal
introduction. As well as raising the students’ thoughts about what they could achieve,
the visit helped them to keep their focus on learning as they approach GCSE exams.
A younger group found themselves at the University of Manchester last month, in this
case Year 9s. The Manchester Gateways programme is a series of visits we have been
involved with for many years. From Year 7 up, students are introduced to various parts
of university life, from lectures to living in university halls, the wide choice of subjects
to study and the extra opportunities that student life brings.
Manchester is a popular destination to study at for our students, and each year in the
programme provides a different insight. For Year 9, the students were guided through
their post 16 and post 18 options, to help them make well-informed choices.
Resuming in-person visits gives young people wonderful experiences, opening up what
might be possible in their futures. Visiting Trinity College at Cambridge University, the
group learned about what is needed to study successfully at an elite university.

Time for Year 9 choosing option for KS4
Complete the online form
For our Year 9 students, don’t forget there is still time to make their choices of which
subjects they will study in Years 10 and 11. Alongside the compulsory subjects English,
Maths and Science, students can choose up to four options. They will also have Core PE
and Skills for Life lessons in Key Stage 4.
We were delighted to welcome parents and students to our Options Evenings and would
like to thank everyone who was able to attend. Students and parents had the chance to
ask questions of teachers about the various options we offer, together with the value of
vocational qualifications, the new curriculum and the English Baccalaureate.
Detailed information on all subjects can be found on the school website, together with
the online form to enter your child’s choices. Please note the deadline is just before the
new term begins, Sunday 24th April.

London trip offers students an awe-inspiring
concert experience
Music in Secondary Schools Trust
For our students in Years 7 and 8, learning to play a
musical instrument is a wonderful opportunity. Only a
small number of our students had played an instrument
before they started at The Radclyffe School.
Our involvement with the MiSST programme means
several lessons of musical tuition every week. It is very
rewarding for teachers to see the progress that the
students are making. For a small group of them, a visit to
London this term saw them take part in a annual concert
at the Queen Elizabeth Hall - not Oldham’s prestigious
venue but rather the one on the South Bank of the River
Thames.
Each year MiSST arranges
a concert which brings
together young people
from schools across the
country. For some of our
students, it was their
first public performance,
and the first time MiSST
had been able to bring
students together in this
way since 2019.
In the afternoon students took part in a full orchestral
rehearsal, before taking to the stage in front of a packed
auditorium, performing pieces that they have worked on
throughout the year. In the audience to appreciate the
young people’s efforts was Lord Lloyd-Webber himself.
The performance included classical pieces by Dvorak and
Sibelius, alongside music from films and shows including
Jurassic Park, Hamilton and The Greatest Showman.
One of our students, quoted in the programme said, “I
have particularly enjoyed having the opportunity not
only to perform in front of my class, but I’ve also enjoyed
performing as part of an ensemble with my classmates. I
have made huge progress this year, all down to the
fantastic teaching. With my confidence building the more
practice I did, the easier and more enjoyable I found
playing the violin.”
Head of Music Mr Corrigan added, “We are seeing an
increased confidence in performing as there are regular
opportunities during lessons. The expert group tuition
means all the students are gaining vital skills required to
become a competent musician.”

News
in Brief
Advance Notice - Our
Pass opens in May
Our Pass will open for
applications from Tuesday
3rd May 2022. Our Pass
is a membership scheme
that gives school leavers
a free bus pass, plus all
sorts of special offers,
discounts and experiences
- designed to support
young people at a crucial
moment in their lives.
Find out the full details
at ourpass.co.uk
++++++++++++++++

Ramadan Mubarak to all
our students, staff and
their families observing
the holy month.
++++++++++++++++
After World Book Day (see
page 8) there is another
chance to celebrate a love
of reading, with World
Book Night on 23rd April.
Oldham Libraries have
some exciting events
planned; follow them on
social media to discover
more and get involved
++++++++++++++++
Follow us on social media
Twitter - @theradclyffe
Facebook.com/
Theradclyffeschool

Instagram/radclyffeschool

Making it delicious in Food Preparation & Nutrition
Tasty recipes improve students cooking skills
Like many subjects, lessons in Food Preparation and Nutrition are equipping
students with practical skills that will be of immense use to them throughout
their lives. Classes in KS3 created a range of savoury and sweet treats this
term, from scones and focaccia to Thai curry and goujons.
Our photo collage shows the students hard at work, but they also learned
to clean and tidy up, and get the washing up done!

Learning to love reading with a global celebration
World Book Day
The annual celebration of reading and
storytelling that is World Book Day made
a welcome return to school. The event is
now in its 25th year and gives the school
a powerful opportunity to encourage all
our students in their reading.
To begin the day as we intended to go
on, our Personal Learning Guides
shared extracts from their favourite
stories to inspire students to find and
read what they enjoy. More stories were
on offer from the student Literacy Leaders
who arrived in Year 7 and 8 classrooms
to read their own favourites.

Favourite book characters return
Adding to the fun on World Book Day, staff
took the opportunity to dress up as wellknown characters from children’s books.
Roald Dahl proved very popular inspiration,
with witches, The Twits, Fantastic Mr Fox,
Matilda, characters from Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory, and James and the
Giant Peach. Daring to be different, well
done to the Design & Technology staff,
inspired by 101 Dalmatians!

We know that some students need some
encouragement to read; The students’
£1 book tokens, given out free during
their English lessons, enables them to
pick up a book for next to nothing from
various bookshops, including Waterstones
in Oldham town centre.

There were plenty of prizes too, for finding
the ‘Masked Readers’, and ‘Getting
Caught Reading’. We have completed
our Readathon for this year, so thank
you for all your support to our students,
reading to raise money for this amazing
charity, Read for Good.

Finding your favourite read? We have hundreds to choose from
Alongside discovering teachers’ favourite
reads, as part of this year’s celebration our
students made their own choices and put
them all on display. The Tree of Reading
became an interactive exhibit, budding with
hundreds of leaves each with their own book
title. It has now found itself a permanent
home on the English corridor.
The school library offers an amazing choice
of books for all interests and levels of ability.
It is also home to its own literary sculpture,
created in 2015, its oak leaves created from
book pages. The library is a great place for a
quiet read, the chance for discovery of new
information or somewhere to complete home
learning or lesson projects.

Top tips to help students achieve their best
Exam Revision ideas and advice
As the Spring term ends we can be increasingly confident that after the disruption to
exams of the past two years, our students will be able to sit their exams ‘in person’ this
summer.

A busy period of examinations begin as we return from the Easter break, beginning
with Year 10 Pre-Public exams, followed soon after by the GCSE and BTEC exams for
Year 11. It is never too early to start revising, but what are the best ways to revise,
and what works best? It is likely that what works for one person won’t be appropriate
for others. So it’s important to try different methods.
There is plenty of advice available to help students with their revision, so here are
some top tips that we hope might be of use. Every success to everyone sitting exams
this summer.
From BBC Bitesize, How to take care of yourself during exams:
Sleep enough
Have a good night’s sleep before the exam. Staying up late to ‘cram’ is never a good
idea. Stop revising at a point which gives you time to calm down, then go to bed at a
decent time.
Stop and reset
If your mind goes blank during the exam, do a simple
breathing exercise to focus yourself, then have a calm read
through the exam paper to find something you know well.
Start by answering that, to bolster your confidence, then
move on to the trickier stuff.
Focus on you
Don’t focus on what other people are doing in the exam
hall. You can’t judge how well you are doing by how other
people are behaving.
Move on
Don’t keep re-living the exam when it’s over. You’ve done what you can and you can’t
change anything now. Move onto the next one.
Mental health charity Mind asked students for their best ways to beat exam stress.
Could any of these work for your children?
“Make sure you make a timetable to organise what work you will tackle each day. It
really helps you set out what you need to do in small chunks.”
Use Post-it notes to help break ideas down and highlight key points you wish to remember.”
“Draw mindmaps to help you see the big picture.”

“Remember you are not a machine. Take some time off! The most productive brains
are those that rest properly too.”
“Break up your revision with some exercise. Whether it’s a brisk walk or playing sport,
not only will it let your mond relax for an hour, you’ll get a burst of energy.”

Students delight in performing again
SPA Performing Arts Xplosion
After two years of live-streamed shows, students took great delight in being able to
perform again in front of an audience

Mr Corrigan said, We were so pleased to be able to welcome audiences back to see our
students from across the SPA faculty share their work and get back on stage! The
event featured some amazing dances from KS3 and KS4, outstanding artwork, fabulous
drama pieces, as well as astonishing musical performances too! It was also the first
chance to see the cast of High School Musical perform after only a few weeks rehearsal.”
Congratulations to all the students who took part and put on such an impressive show.
These images from the show give an impression of the hard work that went into putting
the event together, but it’s even better enjoying live performance. We look forward to
welcoming live audiences to our Young Musician of the Year event, and the performances
of High School Musical in July.
Thankyou also for your support of the collection for Ukraine, which raised £87.58.

How will your child travel to school
Safe, sustainable alternatives to the school run by car
As we look forward to the summer term, and hopefully to better weather, it is a good
time to consider how your child travels to and from school. Whenever possible we
would encourage students to walk or cycle.

If you usually drop off or collect your child from school, please allow them to walk.
Even if it is just a short distance, this greatly helps to cut congestion around Hunt Lane
at the start and end of the school day.
During the pandemic we have all got used to the value of exercising, so you might
even consider walking with your child - though we know that later in their school life,
children will appreciate their independence in getting themselves to and from the
school gate. There is also a huge environmental benefit to leaving the car at home.
The school benefits from being close to good public transport links, whether to and
from Oldham, Middleton or towards Manchester. We have our own Yellow Bus service
that provides convenient access from south Chadderton and north Manchester.
If your child is a confident cyclist, they might also wish to come to school by bike. We
have space for over 100 bikes, which can be stored securely through the day. We
would of course encourage them to wear a helmet and cycle safely, particularly on
busier roads. Some of the major routes around Chadderton benefit from safe cycle
lanes to make the journey simple.

Clean Air Zone makes you think
You may have seen the signs along Hunt
Lane concerning the introduction of a
Clean Air Zone in Greater Manchester.
The changes due to come into force from
May have been put back, and what had
been proposed did not affect passenger
vehicles anyway.
But keeping the air we all breathe clean
is always important, and how we drive
has a massive impact on that air.
More than that, the cost of fuel means
that it’s something we can’t afford to
waste. Keeping your car engine idling
while parked outside school waiting to
collect your child is just burning money.
For the sake of your wallet, as well as
the health of our children and for our
neighbours, please turn off your engines.

Teacher Q&A
Mrs Jones, D&T Textiles
What inspired you to get into teaching?
A friend who became a teacher convinced me what
an awesome career move it would be for me.
What is your teaching background and
experience?
I have been teaching at The Radclyffe School for
eight years. Before that I worked in the clothing
industry for 20 years working for Nike, Umbro and
supplying lots of high street stores with clothing.
What subject do you teach?
D&T - Textiles
What do you like most about your job?
I love watching students grow in confidence and learn how to produce work they are
proud of and sometimes amazed by. There is nothing better than watching a student
finish a product and all the learning that they have been building on for weeks, months
or years comes together in one amazing outcome.
If you hadn’t gone into teaching what else would you have done?

I probably would have continued on in the clothing industry.
What was the last book you read?
It was written by Maeve Binchy, but I can’t remember the title!
What achievement are you most proud of?
The GCSE grades that the Year 11 Textiles students achieve every August.
What piece of advice would you give to a student in Year 11?
Put your absolute best into your work whilst you are in school and don’t waste the
short time you have left before your exams. You will have the whole summer to chill
afterwards. You will be very grateful in August on results day if you put at least 100%
effort in now.

Comic Relief puts fun in fundraising
Thank you to everyone who supported our
efforts to raise money for Comic Relief this
year, and particularly to the members of the
Charity Team who did such a fantastic job of
running the stall, encouraging students to
buy the red noses and other gifts, to enter
the competitions and help to raise an excellent

£388.50

Maintaining our high standards of Uniform
Students reminded of banned items
As the weather improves, we have noticed an increase in students wearing hoodies,
non-school jumpers, tracksuit tops and gilets inside the school building. May we remind
you that these items are banned from school. We have been patient during the last few
weeks by reminding students of our uniform expectations and allowing them to remove
banned items of clothing and place them in their bags.
From Monday 28th March we have introduced a zero-tolerance approach to this issue.
Any student who is seen wearing the above-mentioned banned items of clothing will
have them confiscated and handed to the school office.
We insist that school uniform is worn by all students during school hours, while they
are travelling to and from school and on all other occasions. The school uniform as
approved by the School Governors is:

Girls Uniform
Black school blazer with The Radclyffe School emblem.
Black school skirt with The Radclyffe School emblem or Black school tailored trousers
with The Radclyffe School emblem.
Plain white shirt or blouse, that has a collar suitable for wearing a tie, worn inside skirt/
trousers.
Black and red striped school tie.
Black V neck pullover with red stripe around the neck. This may be worn under the
blazer but not instead of it.

A plain, black headscarf may be worn.
Plain black socks that cover above the ankle or black/flesh coloured tights.
Low heeled PLAIN black shoes (internal heel below 2 inches). Shoes with coloured
soles or markings, sandals, trainers or canvas shoes (including pumps) are
not acceptable. Footwear extending above the ankle is only acceptable for journeys to
and from school in bad weather. Students must change into approved footwear in the
school buildings. If any student attends school wearing the incorrect footwear they will
be provided with plain, black regulation school plimsolls to wear during the day.

Boys Uniform
Black school blazer with with The Radclyffe School emblem.
Black school tailored trousers with The Radclyffe School emblem.
Plain white shirt, that has a collar suitable for wearing a tie, worn inside trousers.
Black and red striped school tie.
Black V neck pullover with red stripe around the neck. This may be worn under the
blazer but not instead of it.
Plain black or grey socks that cover above the ankle.

Low heeled PLAIN black shoes (internal heel below 2 inches). Shoes with coloured
soles or markings, sandals, trainers or canvas shoes (including pumps) are
not acceptable. Footwear extending above the ankle is only acceptable for journeys to
and from school in bad weather. Students must change into approved footwear in the
school buildings. If any student attends school wearing the incorrect footwear they will
be provided with plain, black regulation school plimsolls to wear during the day.

Girls’ PE kit
The Radclyffe School red polo shirt. (Please note that polo shirts for Year 8-11
are only available whilst stocks last, after which time new T-Shirts will need
to be purchased)
The Radclyffe School black shorts.
Black tracksuit bottoms.
Plain black sports socks.
Training shoes.
Optional Girls’ Physical education kit
The Radclyffe School black sweat top for outdoor PE only (optional).
The Radclyffe School black tracksuit top (optional).

Boys’ PE kit
The Radclyffe School red polo shirt. (Please note that polo shirts for Year 8-11 are
only available whilst stocks last, after which time new T-Shirts will need to be
purchased)
The Radclyffe School black shorts.
Plain black sports socks/football socks.
Training shoes and football boots for football/rugby.
Trainers must be worn in all sports halls.

Plain Black tracksuits bottoms (in cold weather).
Optional Boys’ Physical education kit
The Radclyffe School black sweat top for outdoor PE only (optional).
The Radclyffe School black tracksuit top (optional).

Times past
2019 - Tackling the Tetrahedron
Willmott Dixon building challenge
How many sides does a tetrahedron have? How
would you set about building one that was over
three metres tall? This challenge was set for
students in Years 9, 10 and 11 by engineers
from construction company Wilmott Dixon.
All the groups managed to complete the task within
the time allowed, learning how to overcome problems
as they arose and amend the structure as required.

2017 - Google Expeditions
Students set out on virtual adventures
Science lessons gave students the chance to explore
different parts of the world this term, but they didn’t
need to leave the building.
The Year 7 students worked with staff from Google
Expeditions, donning virtual reality headsets to view
and learn about new landscapes.

2015 - Are you up for The Challenge?
National Citizen Service
The National Citizens’ Service offers young people
aged 15-17 a chance to take on new challenges,
learn new skills and meet new people. You can
discover your talents and realise your potential
whilst having fun.
Katy and Emmy from NCS visited school to share
with students in Year 11 what it is all about.
The Challenge is the organization who run NCS in
Greater Manchester, offering an exciting programme
over three weeks, outside of term time.
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